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Iraq Water Resources Planning: Perspectives
and Prognoses
Nadhir Al-Ansari, Ammar A. Ali, Sven Knutsson

Abstract—Iraq is located in the Middle East. It covers an area
of 433,970 square kilometres populated by about 32 million
inhabitants. Iraq greatly relies in its water resources on the Tigris
and Euphrates Rivers. Recently, Iraq is suffering from water
shortage problems. This is due to external and internal factors. The
former includes global warming and water resources policies of
neighbouring countries while the latter includes mismanagement of
its water resources.
The supply and demand are predicted to be 43 and 66.8 Billion
Cubic Meters (BCM) respectively in 2015, while in 2025 it will be
17.61 and 77 BCM respectively. In addition, future prediction
suggests that Tigris and Euphrates Rivers will be completely dry in
2040.
To overcome this problem, prudent water management policies
are to be adopted. This includes Strategic Water Management
Vision, development of irrigation techniques, reduction of water
losses, use of non-conventional water resources and research and
development planning.

Keywords—Iraq, Tigris River, Euphrates River, water scarcity,
water resources management.
I. INTRODUCTION

I

RAQ is one of Middle East and North African region
countries (MENA) (Fig. 1). This region is characterized
by its water shortage problem [1]-[4] where at least 12
countries have acute water scarcity problemswith less than
500 m3 of renewable water resources per capita available
[5], [6]. The largest consumer of water across the region is
agriculture where it accounts for 66% of demand [7] and
therefore the water shortage problem cannot be objectively
analyzed nor adequately addressed without a thorough
consideration of agriculture [8]. If we consider 10% transfer
of water away from agriculture would produce a 40%
increase in domestic water supply for Jordan [8].
Reference[9] argues that rather than diverting precious water
to agriculture this water could be saved by importing the
food/grain. However, this is not the case in many Middle
Eastern countries which have unrealistic aspirations of food
self-sufficiency and in it would require a most fundamental
change in national outlook [10]. Reference[8] emphasized
that the extent of the problem is so severe that “the future
challenges in meeting the growing demands for water are
beyond the capabilities of individual countries”. Future
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predictions suggest more shortages [11]-[13], [4] and
depletion of groundwater resources [14], [15].
Iraq covers an area of 433,970 square kilometers
populated by about 32 million inhabitants. Due to the
presence of the Rivers Tigris and Euphrates, Iraq was an
exception till the 1970s [16], [17],[4]. It was considered rich
in its water resources compared with other countries where
the annual allocation per capita reached 6029 m3 in 1995
and expected to be 2100 m3in 2015 [18]. In other countries
as an example, it is 170, 1112, 2162 and 1752 in Jordan,
Egypt, United States and Canada respectively [19].
Recently, it is suffering from water shortage problems
[4],[20]–[23], [16]. Reference [24] reported that the Tigris
and Euphrates Rivers will be completely dry by 2040.
In this research, an attempt is made to discuss this
problem and suggest ways and means of overcome the water
crises in Iraq.
II. CLIMATE
The climate of Iraq is mainly of a continental, subtropical
semi-arid type. The temperature during summer is usually
over 43°C during July and August and drops down to 20°C
and 16°C during the day and night respectively in winter
time.
The average annual rainfall is 154 mm, but it ranges from
less than 100 mm over 60% of the country in the south up to
1200 mm in the northeast. The rainy season is restricted
between Octobers to April [16], [25], [26]. While the overall
average evaporation and evapotranspiration are of the order
of 1900 m per year.
III. HYDROLOGICAL SCHEME AND WATER RESOURCES OF
IRAQ
Tigris River rises from Turkey and passes through Syria
and enters Iraq at the north. It flows for 1418 km inside Iraq
(77% for the total length of the river). It has five tributaries
inside Iraq (Al-Khabour, Upper Zab, Lower Zab, AlUdhaim and Diyala). The total catchment areas are shared
by Turkey, Syria, Iraq and Iran [17], [28]. Tigris River mean
discharge at Mosul city prior to 1984 was 701m3/s and
dropped to596 m3/s afterward. This implies a 15% decrease
of the river discharge (Fig. 2).
Euphrates River also rises from Turkey, flows through
Syria and enters Iraq from the northwest border. It does not
have any tributary inside Iraq, except small seasonal wadies
from the west. The catchment areas are distributed among
Turkey, Syria, Iraq and Saudi Arabia [16], [27]. The mean
daily discharge of Euphrates River at Hit and Haditha cities
has dropped from 967m3/s (prior to 1972) to 553m3/s (after
1985). The percentage decrease in river discharge is 43%
(Fig. 3).
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Fig. 1 Location of Iraq in the MENA region
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Shatt Al-Arab River forms at Qurna where the Tigris and
Euphrates Rivers join together, and it flows into the Gulf. It
drains an area of 80800 km2 and flows for 110 km. Two
main tributaries (Suwaib and Karun) join the main course of
the river. Most of the flow of these tributaries is halted by
the Iranian water projects now.
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Fig. 3 Average monthly recorded discharges of Euphrates River at
Hit and Haditha stations for the period 1948-2007 [28]
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Fig. 2 Average monthly recorded discharges of Tigris River at
Sarai Baghdad station for the period 1960-2012 [28]

Iraq started controlling its water resources since 1939
when the first barrage was constructed at Kut on Tigris
River. The idea of building dams in Iraq started in the first
half of the twentieth century. Primarily it was to protect
Baghdad the capital and other major cities from flooding.
The first big dam (Dokan) was constructed in 1959 on the
Lesser Zab River. Later, dams and regulators were
constructed for irrigation and power generation purposes
[29], [30]. The natural depressions are included within the
hydrological scheme as flooding escapes such as AlTherthar depression.
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The Iraqi Government realized the process of building
dams should be speeded up due the huge increase of water
demand and the threat of halting water of the rivers by
Turkey and Syria. The process stopped in the 1990s due to
the second Gulf war and UN sanctions. None of these dams
was filled to its maximum storage capacity during the
twenty first century. This is due to the depletion of flow in
the Euphrates and Tigris Rivers due to the Turkish and
Syrian dams. It is noteworthy to mention that Haditha dam
is almost of no use now due to the severe depletion of the
Euphrates flow.
As shown before, the rivers Tigris and Euphrates form the
main water resources of Iraq. Most of the water from these
rivers comes from Turkey (71%) followed by Iran (6.9%)
and Syria (4%). The remainder, only 8%, is from internal
sources [31]. The average annual flow of the Euphrates and
Tigris is estimated to be about 30 km3 (which might
fluctuate from 10 to 40 km3) for the former and 21.2 km3for
the latter when they entering Iraq. Tigris River tributaries in
Iraq contribute 24.78 km3of water and there are about 7
km3of water brought by small wadies from Iran, which
drains directly towards the marsh area. Euphrates River
doesn’t have tributaries inside Iraq. Groundwater resources
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are estimated about 1.2 BCM and form about 2% of the total
water resources of Iraq [25].
According to the negotiations between riparian countries,
Iraq is supposed to receive 58% of the Euphrates flow,
which crosses the Turkish- Syrian border, while Syria
receives 42%. Turkey promised in the past to secure
minimum flow of 15.8km3/year at its border which gives
Iraq 9 km3/year. Up to now there has been no agreement
between the three countries concerning the Euphrates and
Tigris water. Present estimates indicate that Iraq is receiving
only about 0.03 km3/year of the Euphrates water [16].
IV. WATER CONSUMPTIONS
The World Bank mentioned that the population of Iraq
was 20.4 million in 1995 with a growth rate of 3.6% for the
period 1980-1990 and expectation to be about 32 million in
2012. Population density ranges from 5 to 170
inhabitants/km2in western desertic and the central part of the
country respectively [16]. Agriculture has high priority for
the Iraqi people since one third of the inhabitants live in
rural areas [32] and they usually work as farmers and
livestock breeders.
The total water withdrawal in Iraq in 1990 was about 42.8
km3, which is used for agricultural (90%), domestic (4%)
and industrial (6%) purposes [3], [8], [25], [33]. It is
obvious that most of the water consumption goes for the
agriculture since the percentage of the agricultural land is
19-25% (8.2 - 11.5 million ha) of the total area of Iraq. But
according to the recent estimates, the percentage of
consumed water for agriculture is slightly reduced to 85%
[16]. This amount is used for an area of 8.2 million ha,
which forms 70% of the total cultivable area. About 40% 50% of this area is irrigable, while the remainder is rain fed
and only 7% is of the area is supplied by ground water.
Considering the soil resources, about 6 million hectares are
classified as excellent, good or moderately suitable for flood
irrigation.
The irrigation potential is 63%, 35% and 2% for the
Tigris, Euphrates and Shat Al-Arab Rivers respectively.
Irrigation consumptive use reached 39 km3in 1991 and in
2003/2004 it was 22 km3equivalents to 44 km3of water
derived, assuming 50% irrigation efficiency. Real efficiency
might be 25-35%. Existing data estimates that the
contribution of the agricultural sector was only 5% of Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) which is usually dominated by oil
(more than 60%). About 20% of the labour force is engaged
in agriculture [16].
It should be mentioned however, that the demand of the
industrial sector decreased with the progress idling of the
industrial capacity. Hydropower use including the
evaporation from reservoirs reaches 10/annum BCM.
Potable water usage in Iraq is about 350 liters/capita/day for
the urban areas [34] and it used to reach 100% and 54% the
urban and rural areas in 1991. The situation deteriorated in
both quantity and quality afterwards and 33% of the
population do not have access to water and sanitation.
Current estimates indicate that water supply to urban areas is
94% and in rural areas is 67% [32]. Water services are
limited to few hours per day and its quality does not meet
WHO standards or Iraqi national water quality standards.
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References [24] and [35] estimate indicated that available
water in Iraq reached 75 BCM (2400 m3 per person per
year) which is more than neighboring countries with the
exception of Turkey.
V. WATER DEMANDS
A comprehensive study is conducted in Iraq by MWR
under title “The strategic study for Iraqi water resources and
lands” to evaluate the current water resources and their
future prediction. The aims of this study are poverty
reduction, economic improvement, and agricultural
investment to achieve self-sufficiency and improve patterns
of agriculture and irrigation as well as water management to
ensure the sustainability of good quality of water [31].
All the iterations to estimate the water demands have not
ignorable amount uncertainty. However, they shall take in
consideration the current effective use for water and the
efficient management measures for future demands.
VI. IRRIGATION
The cropped land is about 1.9 million ha in recent years
out of 4 million ha arable lands. According to Iraqi Ministry
of Planning (MoP), Iraq is planning to increase the
agricultural area cropped by wheat and barley achieving
2017 by 14% and 21% respectively [36]. In case all arable
land is cropped then the water requirement is 50 BCM,
assuming good irrigation efficiency.
VII. POTABLE WATER AND SANITATION
The demand was about 11 MCM/day in 2011, while the
domestic water shortage was 1.7 MCM/day [34]. Iraqi
government hopes to ensure water supplies to 91% of the
population by 2015 [24]. The scenarios given by reference
[34] are based on lower ongoing consumption level from
350 to 200 liter/capita/day and with expected population of
more than 34 million in 2015, the potable water demand will
range between 8 and 13 MCM/day (Table I) depending on
overall (treating, conveying and distribution) efficiency. An
additional 5 BCM of water required in sanitation sector due
to the fact that the infrastructure is out of service losses have
increased.
VIII. ENERGY AND INDUSTRY
With the increase of Iraq population, urgency increased
for electricity production. The estimate of the increase in
power demand is 24% by 2017 [36]. Installation of more
thermal power plants, which are the popular electricity
sources in Iraq, to replenish electricity shortage requires
more water demand.
Iraq has six hydroelectric stations installed in dams, but
their operation plans are influenced by the available storage
in the reservoirs and the operation rule curves of these
reservoirs. None of these hydropower stations are operated
at its maximum capacity till now.
Many of the Iraqi industries starting from 2003 or earlier,
which are considered as water consumers is out of duties or
need rehabilitation campaigns to be functional from 2003 or
earlier. No documents found stating the quantity of water
consumed by these industries. Iraqi government is looking
for external investments for these industries [37] and in case
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thhey do that, extra
e
water demands
d
will be impose on the
w
water
resourcess of the countrry.
IX. RESTO
ORE MARSHES
S
The Iraqi maarsh lands, whhich are know
wn as the Gardden of
Edden, cover ann area about 15000-20000 km2 in the lower
l
paart of the Mesopotamian
M
n basin. Durring the previous
reegime, some of
o the marshees were partiallly dried whille the
reemainder drieed totally. Many
M
agricultuural projects were

blished on the dried landss at that timee covering 19920
estab
km2 distributed over
o
three proovinces. Afterr 2003 and with
w
h of other countries
c
and international organizationss, a
the help
new program starrted to restoree the Iraqi maarshes [17]. Itt is
belieeved that 70%
% - 75% of thee original areas of the marshhes
can be restored. Restoring thee marshes req
quires 13 BC
CM
hout improvingg the quality of water in the
t marshes and
a
with
extraa 5 BCM to im
mprove it [25].

TABLE I
EXPECTED POPULATION AND
D POTABLE WATE
ER DEMAND FOR DIFFERENT WATE
ER SHARES AND DIFFERENT DISTR
RIBUTION SYSTEM
M EFFICIENCY
Water sharee
(l/capita/dayy)
350
250
200

Year

Population
P
(million)

All population
A
Demand
(
(MCM/day)

91% population
Demand
(MCM/day)

2012
2015
2012
2015
2012
2015

32
34.98
32
34.98
32
34.98

11.2
12.243
8
8.745
6.4
6.996

10.192
11.14113
7.28
7.95795
5.824
6.36636

X. OVERALLL ESTIMATION
NS
The World Bank
B
estimateed the overalll water requirred to
bee 75 to 81 BC
CM [25]. In 2010, referennce [24], estim
mated
thhe overall wateer demand exxcluding restorring the marshhes is
abbout 73 BCM and the available water is about 59-75 BCM.
B
Iff the situation remains as it is, the Iraqi water
w
suppliess will
M by 2015 andd to 17.61 BC
CM in 2025 annd the
drrop to 43 BCM
deemand is 77 BCM
B
or 66.85 BCM at the least.
l
Accordiing to
reeference [25],, the Iraqi waater deficit inn 2030 will reach
255.55 BCM (37%) where thhe expected supply
s
is 44 BCM
B
onnly.

Efficiency
50 %
20.384
22.28226
14.56
15.9159
11.648
12.73272

Real water dem
mand (MCM/day))
Efficiency
Efficiency
60 %
70 %
16.98667
14.56
18.56855
15.9159
12.13333
10.4
13.26325
11.3685
9.706667
8.32
10.6106
9.0948

Efficiency
80 %
12.74
13.92641
9.1
9.947438
7.28
7.95795

n future projected temperatture and rainfaall till the periiod
mean
2099
9 [43]. The results of sim
mulation and
d prediction are
a
show
wn in Fig. 5 annd 6.

X WATER SACRISTY IN IRAQ
XI.
R
Iraq is facinng serious watter shortage problem
p
as paart of
reegionally probblem. The cauuse of this prooblem is attribbuted
too external facctors (Globall climatic change and abbusive
w
water
policies by riparian countries) annd internal factor
f
(ppoor managem
ment of water resources).
r
X GLOBAL CLIMATE CHA
XII.
ANGE
MENA regioon is among thhe most vulneerable in the world
w
too the potentiaal impacts of climate channge [38].The most
significant channges in MEN
NA region whiich already suuffers
Fig. 4), recurrrent drought and
a water scaarcity
from aridity (F
t
less precipittation
arre the increassed average temperatures,
annd more erratiic, and sea levvel rise (SLR)..
Records of temperature highs in 20110 show thatt five
coountries from MENA regioon including Kuwait (52.66 °C),
Iraq (52.0 °C), Saudi Arabiaa (52.0 °C), Qatar (50.4 °C)), and
C) were amonng the top 19 countries efffected
Suudan (49.7 °C
[339]. The drougght will affecct the agricultuural life and water
w
suupply at MEN
NA region [400]. This is duue to the factt, that
m of the agrricultural areaas of MENA region
most
r
are raiin-fed
[441]. For exaample aboutt one-third of Iraq’s cereal
c
prroduction (whheat and barley) is producced under raiin-fed
coonditions at noorthern part off Iraq [42].
CGCM3.1 (T
T47) model with
w A2 scenaario was chossen in
orrder to simullate the averrage monthlyy temperaturee and
raainfall on Iraqq for the histoorical period 1900-2009,
1
annd for
2100

Fig. 4 Aridity zoness of the world [4
48]

A comparison between
b
the vvalues of annu
ual temperaturres
t
w
was
(Fig.. 5) shows that the increasse of annual temperature
limitted during thhe historical period 1900
0-2009, but the
t
increease is more noticeable duuring the perriod 2020-20999.
Rain
nfall trend (Figg. 6) expects that rainfall will
w increase till
t
2039
9 followed byy decrease till 2099. The future
f
predictted
part in Fig.6 show
ws that an incrrease and decrrease of the tootal
summ
mation of the rainfall (averrage annual) through
t
the foour
perio
ods of 2020-22039 (175.41m
mm), 2040-2059 (150.96mm
m),
2060
0-2079 (134.559mm), and 2080-2099 (135.31 mm) in
Iraq..

Fig
g. 5 Average annnual temperaturre over the histo
orical and futurre
study peeriods
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It should be mentioned hoowever, that the general treend is
deecreasing but annual rainfalll is expected to highly flucctuate
roound the generral trend.

F 6 Average annual rainfall (mm) over the study historicall and
Fig.
future periods

Dust storms may lead to aerosol polluution which chhange
clloud propertiies and thenn reduce preecipitation inn the
poolluted regionn. In the deserrt land, the lim
mited precipittation
w help to prooduce more dry
will
d soil whichh leads to prooduce
m
more
dust in thhe air [45]. Reeference [46] indicated
i
that there
arre eleven facttors that affecct the frequenncy of dust sttorms
phhenomenon inn Iraq, the moost factor affeective was rellative
huumidity whilee the evaporatiion and cloudss quantity werre the
loowest. For the past few yearrs, Iraq was experiencing
e
p
plenty
off dust storms (Fig.
(
7 and 8)..

Fiig. 7 An aerial view
v
of a dust storm.
s
Note it had
h started just in the
north-weestern borders of
o Iraq (March 3,
3 2011) [47]

XIII. WATEER POLICIES OFF RIPARIAN COUNTRIES
O
All landowners whose properrty adjoins a body
b
of waterr or
t
riverr have the rigght to make rreasonable usse of it and the
rightt to access forr swimming, bboating and fiishingas it flow
ws
throu
ugh or over thheir property. If water is laacking to satissfy
all laandowners, raations are gennerally fixed in
i proportion to
fronttage on the waater source [499].
Many
M
studies tried to drraw figures for the waater
requ
uirement for Turkey, Syrria and Iraq
q (the ripariian
coun
ntries) from Euphrates
E
andd Tigris Riverrs. Estimates for
f
requ
uired water from
fr
Euphratees River to irrigate all the
t
cultivated lands allong it are 15..7, 11 and 13 km3 for Turkeey,
ntioned howevver
Syriaa and Iraq respectively. It sshould be men
that, other authors had cited ddifferent figurees for the waater
uirement for Turkey,
T
Syria ((7.95 km3) an
nd Iraq (19 km
m3)
requ
[50]..
Du
uring the 19770s Syria andd Turkey startted to construuct
dams on the Eupphrates and T
Tigris Rivers which
w
causedd a
majo
or decrease inn the flow of tthe rivers [4],, [16] as well as
deterrioration of thhe quality of thheir water [51].
XIV. TURK
KISH WATER PROJECTS (GAP
P PROJECT)
In
n 1977, the Turkish goveernment set a huge projeect
referrred to as Souttheastern Anaatolia Project (GAP)
(
[52]. The
T
comp
ponent of the project includdes 22 dams and
a 19 hydrauulic
power plants whiich are supposed to irrigatee 17000 km2 of
o develop the
t
land [53]. The project is supposed to
heastern proviinces which ccover 9.7% off the total area of
south
Turk
key which forms 20% of the agricultu
ural land of the
t
coun
ntry. The oveerall volume of water to be captured is
abou
ut100 km3 (w
while the reqquired water to irrigate the
t
supp
posed area is about 29 km3) which is th
hree times moore
than the overall capacity of Iraq and Sy
yrian reservoiirs.
pite the continnuous claims of the Turkiish Governmeent
Desp
that GAP is purelly developmennt project, it seems
s
that theere
n
of inteernal and external goals inv
volved [54]-[58].
are number
Wheen GAP projecct is completeed, then 80% of
o the Euphrattes
wateer will be conttrolled by Turkkey [59]–[61]].
When
W
Ilisu dam
m on Tigris R
River is operrating then, Irraq
will receive only 9.7 km3[74]. This implies that 47% of the
t
riverr flow will bee depleted. Thhis in turn means that 6960000
ha of
o agriculturaal land will bbe abandoned
d due to waater
scarccity [16]. Reccent reports sttate that Tigris and Euphrattes
riverrs will be com
mpletely dry byy 2040 [24].
XV
V. SYRIAN WA
ATER PROJECT
TS

Fig. 8 A thick dust
F
d moving froom southwest off Iraq passing Saudi
S
Arabia and then
t
the Red Seea to reach Egyppt (in 2005) [488]

2101

Sy
yria built threee main dams along Euphraates River withh a
total storage cappacity of 166.1 km3 for irrigation and
a
electtricity generattion.
Sy
yria used to reeceive 21 km3/year of the Euphrates
E
waater
priorr 1990 which dropped to 12 km3 in 200
00 onward (400%
redu
uction). As farr as Iraq is conncerned, the volume
v
of waater
receiived dropped from 29 km3 before 1990 [63] to 4.4 km
m3
(85%
% reduction) now.
n
Due to thhis reduction in water sharres,
the agricultural
a
ussed land in botth countries had been reducced
from
m 650000 ha to 240000 haa. In addition
n, the quality of
wateer deterioratedd due to back water irriigation directted
towaard the main channel
c
in its uupstream reaches [16].
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Syria is planning to double its irrigated area (740000 ha).
This will increase its water withdrawal from 5 km3 to 9 km3
[25].
XVI. IRANIAN WATER PROJECTS
In addition to the above, Iran had recently diverted all
perennial valleys running toward Iraq inside Iran.
Furthermore, water of Karkha and Karun Rivers had been
almost completely diverted inside the Iranian borders and no
water is contributing to Shatt Al-Arab River from these
tributaries (Fig. 9).
Shatt Al-Arab River is formed after the confluence of
Tigris and Euphrates Rivers at Qurnah in Iraq. Karun and
Karkha Rivers usually contributes 24. 5 and 5.8 billion cubic
meters (BCM) annually respectively. This forms about 41%
of the water of Shatt Al-Arab. The decrease of the water
discharge of the Tigris and Euphrates Rivers and the
diversion of the water of Karun and Karkha tributaries
caused the salinity to increase to 2408 mg/l in 2011[64].

XVIII. POTABLE WATER DISTRIBUTION NETWORKS
Reference [66] indicated that 79% of the population has
access to drinking water (92% in urban and 57% in rural
areas). The same survey showed that 21% have no access to
drinking water, 16% have daily problems, 7% have weekly
problems, 15% have less than weekly problems and only
41% have reliable source.
The efficiency of the distribution network is very poor
(32%) [25]and it is deteriorating with time. For this reason
water allocation per capita is decreasing with time since
1980 [67].
Quality of drinking water does not meet WHO standards
or Iraqi national water quality standards [68]. Leakage, in
both potable water distribution and sewage systems causes
high contamination. In view of this situation large number
of the population are suffering from various disease [24],
[66], [69].
XIX. SANITATION
About 92% of the population of Iraq are living in
households using improved sanitation and 82% of this
category use flush toilets connected to sewage systems or
septic tanks or latrines [66]. Most of the sewage treatment
plants and septic systems do not function properly and as a
result, there is an overflow of the effluent into the
environment [70].
Only 14 cities out of 252 urban centres have a wastewater
treatment plant [25]. Wastewater treatment capacity reaches
350000 m3/day and this serves 8% of the population. Most if
not all the sewerage systems required replacement,
rehabilitation and upgrading. Leakages in wastewater
systems threaten the public health as well as contaminated
groundwater sources.
It should be mentioned however that 70% of the sewage
water is discharged untreated directly to the rivers [25]. This
value of effluent estimated over 0.5 MCM/day.
XX. IRRIGATION SCHEMES

Fig. 9 Schematic diagram of Tigris, Euphrates and Shatt Al-Arab
Rivers system [64]

XVII. WATER RESOURCES MISMANAGEMENT
World water crisis is believed to be due to the fact that
water of the world is running out. But it is not absolute
scarcity; in fact, it is mainly one of mismanagement, such
as, inefficient and inequitable irrigation schemes, leaky
water mains and wasteful overconsumption [65].
Freshwater mismanagement is widespread in developing
countries. Iraq suffers from many problems in its
infrastructures whether those related to water losses through
conveying or distribution networks, water overuse in old
irrigation schemes, and pollutes fresh water sources by back
water from irrigation and sanitation.
The main factors affecting water resources management
in Iraq are as follow:
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Almost 60 percent of all draw freshwater in the world
consumed in irrigation uses [71]. Different irrigation
schemes are used along the history of agriculture; some are
suitable and efficient for certain conditions (crops
requirements, available water, topography... etc.).
Three major irrigation schemes (surface, sprinkle and
drip) are mainly used in Iraq with different presence.
Farmer’s awareness of water scarcity, financial and
technical assistance of the government to the agricultural
sector and the size of the privet investments are the factors
that influence the growing use of more efficient irrigation
techniques in Iraq.
Water consumption in surface irrigation, which is one of
the oldest irrigation techniques ever used, is less efficient
and water losses in such system are large compared to other
systems. In this system, water is lost by leakage, evaporation
and percolation. Problems of waterlogging and high salinity
in soil are very common if the drainage system is inefficient
[72].
Low-pressure sprinkler system is more efficient where
much less water is lost due to evaporation and air-blown
losses [73].Drip irrigation is much more efficient than
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traditional systems. It increases crop yields and decreases
water, fertilizer, and labour requirements with proper
management [71].
XXI. DRAINAGE AND SALINITY
The major aims of drainage are to prevent waterlogging,
control salinity and acidity as well as increasing cultivable
areas [74]. Flushing the soil after every growing cycle
reduces the level of the accumulated salts. But the drained
water from the agricultural lands usually contains high
amount of leached salts and over need fertilizers. Excessive
use of chemical fertilizers without investigating the real
requirements of the soil works as a source of pollution of
water resources when the drained water returns to the rivers.
When the quality of irrigation water is deteriorated (saline
water), the productivity of crop yields will be low and the
range of crops diversity will be narrow. Even if the quantity

of irrigation water is increased (which is already not
available) to reduce the osmotic pressure on the plants, the
results are worse on the soil by adding more salts.
The expansion of drainage of irrigated lands in Turkey
and Syria caused deterioration of the water quality of the
rivers. This can be noticed from the levels of the salinity or
Total Dissolved Solids (TDS) in Euphrates River at the
Syrian-Iraqi borders. Where TDS level now is 600 mg/l
which is already higher that the recommended level for
irrigation (Fig. 10) and it increases to more than 1200 mg/l
(minimum) downstream at Samawah [25], [33]. Tigris River
is in better situation relative to the Euphrates River (Fig.
15). TDS values of the Tigris water at the Turkish Iraqi
border are 280 - 275 mg/l and it reaches more than 1800
mg/l in Basra [33]. The situation might be worse on the
tributaries where TDS values in the Diyala River reaches
3705 mg/l [75].

Fig. 10 Salinity variation along Euphrates River since 1996 [64]

Fig. 11 Salinity variation along Tigris River before 1983 and after 1995 [64]
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Inside Iraq, the source of most of the back irrigation water
is from irrigation projects (1.5 million ha) that are located in
the central and southern parts of the country. Back irrigation
water from these projects is directed to the main outfall
drain which drains to the gulf in order to reduce the soil
salinity [76]. Even with these drainage measures, the salinity
increases along the courses of the two rivers in conjunction
with decreases in their discharges (Fig. 12 and 13), which

represents overstress for the agricultural sector especially in
the southern part of Iraq. Significant increase in Tigris
River’s salinity starts from Baghdad downward due to the
negative effect of the feedback from Tharthar depression
toward Tigris River (Fig. 14). Recent estimates indicate that
4% of irrigated areas are severely saline, 50% are of
medium salinity and 20% are slightly saline [4].
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Fig. 14 Total Dissolved Solids concentration at Samarra Barrage (the supplying point to Tharthar depression) and at the outlet of the
depression [77]

XXII. DESERTIFICATION
Large areas of Iraq are facing serious problems of
desertification due to declining water flow, repeated
frequency of drought [78] and increasing water salinity.
During the Gulf wars, huge number of palm and other kinds
of trees were destructed which were acting as natural
barriers against the expansion of desertification. At least
75% of the area of Iraq has been substantially affected by
desertification (Fig. 15) [79].

Fig. 15 Land utilization in Iraq [80]

Between 2007 and 2009, 40% of cropland area
experienced reduced crop coverage and 20,000 rural
inhabitants left their homes [68].
Iraq is facing water scarcity problem due to various
factors. Some of these factors cannot be solved
independently or in short term actions or planning like
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global climatic change and abusive water policies by
riparian countries. In addition, these themes are to be
addressed with regional and international cooperation.
XXIII. CONCLUSIONS
The increasing of climate temperature and decreasing
precipitation reduces the quantity of the internal water
resources and increase the desertification in Iraq which
already reached 75%.
Turkish water projects (GAP, Ilisu…etc.) will control
80% of the Euphrates water and 47% of Tigris River flow to
Iraq. At least, 696000 ha of agricultural land will be
abandoned influenced by these projects. The diversion of the
water of Karun and Karkha tributaries inside the Iranian
borders caused very high increase of the salinity in Shatt AlArab.
About 85% of the withdrawal water is consumed in
agriculture. Where, only 1.9 million ha out of 4 million ha
of arable land are cultivated in recent years. Even with the
degradation in the productivity of the industrial sector, the
hydropower consumption including the evaporation from
reservoirs reaches 10 BCM/annum. A plan to reduce the
domestic consumption from 350 to 200 liter/capita/day is
proposed parallel with other plans to supply potable water to
91% of the population by 2015.
Other issues of water scarcity problem can be solved
independently in relatively short period of time. These are
related to mismanagement of water resources inside Iraq,
such as water losses in the distribution networks, overuse of
water by inefficient irrigation systems, pollute water
resources by sewage feedback, increase water salinity…etc.
Iraq suffers from many problems in its infrastructures
whether those related to water losses through its water
distribution networks, water overuse in old irrigation
schemes, pollutes fresh water sources by back water from
irrigation and sanitation.
The efficiency of the distribution network is very poor
(32%) and it is deteriorating with time. Quality of drinking
water does not meet WHO standards or Iraqi national water
quality standards and the high contaminated leaked sewage
water threatens potable water networks.The estimated
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effluent that discharged untreated directly to the riversis
over 0.5 MCM/day.
The expansion of drainage of irrigated lands in Turkey
and Syria will cause a further deterioration in the water
quality of the rivers. The TDS level of Euphrates River at
Syrian-Iraqi borders is 600 mg/l which already higher that
the recommended level for irrigation and increases to more
than 1200 mg/l (as minimum) downstream at Samawah.
Tigris River is relatively better than Euphrates at the
borders, but the salinity increases significantly starting from
Baghdad downstream by the influence of the feedback from
Tharthar depression which is highly saline. The situation is
worse on Diyala River where its TDS level reaches 3705
mg/l.
It had been noticed by various researchers and
organizations that the problem is becoming more alarming
with time where the gap between supply and demand is
increasing.
The supply of Tigris and Euphrates Rivers will be 43 and
17.61 BCM in 2015 and 2025 respectively while the
demand is estimated to be between 66.8 to 77 BCM
respectively. In addition to all of this, it had been reported
that Tigris and Euphrates discharges will continue to
decrease with time and they will be completely dry by 2040.
XXIV. RECOMMENDATIONS
All the previous facts enforce the Iraqi government to
take quick, prudent and firm action. The action should
address the following points:

•

•

C. Irrigation and Agriculture
•

•

•

A. Strategic Water Management Vision Should Include
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Integrated long term “National Water Master Plan” is to
be designed and put in practice immediately. Such plan
should be the outcome of the work of the Ministry of
Water Resources, Ministry of Municipality and Public
Work, Ministry of Agriculture, Water Resources staff at
Universities, private sector, NGO’s and representatives
of regional and International organizations concerned.
Rehabilitation of infrastructure which should cover
water treatment plants, power plants as well as pumping
stations.
Public awareness program is vital so that all the people
appreciate the serious problem they are facing.
Defining institutional agenda including employment
and training.
Supply and demand should be considered. In this
context new non-conventional water resources (water
harvesting, treated waste water) are to be used.
Private sector is to be enhanced to be involved in the
investment.
Inter-ministerial coordination is very important. This
will save time, effort and money. More decentralization
including budget in irrigation, water supply and
sanitation sectors are to be practiced.

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Defining institutional and technical needs for
cooperation.
Cooperation on trans-boundary resources. Iraq, Turkey,
Iran and Syria are to coordinate their efforts to reach
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The most efficient irrigation techniques that is suitable
for the local conditions of soil, water availability and
quality, crops … etc. should be used. Traditional
irrigation techniques should be abandoned because they
cause waste of water. Drip irrigation is convenient for
orchards using salty water while sprinkler irrigation is
suitable for grains and both of them are more
conservative than surface irrigation.
Maintaining and developing the conveying systems to
reduce the losses and increase conveying efficiency.
Closed conduits are considered as conveying system
that reduces evaporation losses and infiltration losses. It
is also conservative in land use and protects irrigation
water from contact with saline water Table.
Improving the drainage systems of cultivated lands to
improve soil leaching and reduce soil salinity. Also
considering the most effective modern drainage
techniques such as perforated pipe drainage system in
collecting and FITO treatment in treating drainage
water. Return drainage water to the rivers directly
should be avoided and drainage projects are to be
implemented (like the main outfall drain in the areas
lying outside the service zone of this project).
Reduce using chemical fertilizers and pesticides that
can decrease the water quality when back irrigation
water discharges to the rivers.
Using FITO treatment with drainage water and sewage
water to reuse it in restoring the marshes as well as the
available fresh water.
Institutions should reflect decentralization, autonomy
and farmer empowerment.
Enhance private investment in the agricultural sector.
Public awareness program for farmers to use new
suitable techniques in irrigation (drip irrigation and
sprinkler irrigation).
Partially built dams should be completed and measure is
to be taken to build the suggested dams and irrigation
projects. This will increase the storage capacity of dams
about 27 km3.
D.Water Supply and Sanitation

•

B. Regional Cooperation and Coordination
•

reasonable agreements with riparian countries on water
quotas.
UN organizations (e.g. UNEP, UNDP, UNESCO etc.)
and International institutions and organizations (FAO,
WMO etc.) and universities should be asked to give
their experience in this matter.
Cooperation with other countries, organizations and
companies in developed countries to help in giving
advice for successful patterns of water management to
get benefit from their experiences.

•
•

Improving the efficiency of drinking water distribution
networks specially diversion and supply down to the
point of use which is most cost effective.
Repairing the leakages from the sewerage networks and
improving their efficiencies to prevent any source of
pollution from these networks.
New efficient projects should be put in practice to
prevent water losses and pollution.
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•
•

•

Improving services e.g. using ICT.
Install new sewerage systems to connect the neighbors
that not serviced and convey the sewage water to the
sewage treatment plants to reduce the pollution of
groundwater from the leakage from old septic tanks.
Install new sewage treatment plants to satisfy the
increased consumption of domestic sector. Membrane
bioreactor technology can be used in these new
treatment plants to reuse the treated water.

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

[12]

[13]

[14]

E. Research and Development
•

[11]

Establishing a comprehensive data bank which includes
reliable climatological, hydrological, geological,
environmental and soil data to be used by researchers
and decision makers.
Conducting research to import new technologies in
water resources and agriculture which suites Iraq
environment.
Non- conventional methods to augments water
recourses are to be used. We believe that water
harvesting techniques can be very effective and are
relative cheap cost wise.
Carry out training programs for technicians, engineers
and decision makers about up to date technologies.
Execute pioneer projects which help in augmenting
water resources, developing land productivity,
minimizing water use and consumption.
Setting the outlines of public awareness programs both
for water use and agricultural activities.
Giving advice to universities and institutes to set special
courses in arid region hydrology.
Awarding of prizes for new innovations, pioneer
researches and smart ideas in water resources and their
management.
Groundwater resources are still not exhausted, big
efforts should spend to manage prudent using of this
source and protect it from all kinds of pollution.
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